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Brawl stars boss battle glitch

The first Fight Boss event following a March update that introduced Gajet was live and the players already found a way to exploit the game mode. This new boss Fight glitch/exploitation allows players to easily beat Insane+ difficulties and get massive Token rewards for just 1 game ticket.
There has been exploitation of the Boss Fight in the past where Brawler (most likely Bull) will stay away from the Boss to pull out all the rockets fired from the boss starting at Expert Difficulty. However, these tricks still need a good comp and strategic movement to pull out, a show proves
difficult for most players. Fortunately, the exploits of the new Boss Fight are easily drawn and don't need much strategy at all. What are the new bosses Fighting glitch/exploitation? The new Boss Fight exploits need el Primo Supplementary Tools and water patches (you'll understand what I
mean). El Primo GadgetEssentially Supplement supplements, exploits take advantage of harassment with Boss robots stuck in water patches (there's always an issue with water - remember pool Party?). The tent is quite easy to draw and doesn't require much skills, but there are still a few
things to watch. How to draw exploitationFirst, you need someone with the El Primo Tools on your team. If no one has the El Primo Tool, you can also try exploits with Super Sprout as shown by this Reddit post. However, in this post, I'm going to be focused on beating The Fight Boss with El
Primo Tools.After someone on your team who has El Primo Tools chose to play Primo, picking two other brawlers with high DPS to win the round faster. The brawlers I recommend are Spike, Nita (with Hyperbear), 8-bit, and Pump (its healing can be useful). Once you have all three
Brawlers ready, start round. This is where the fun begins. Once you start the round, start lurking the Boss to a large patch of water on the left side of the map. Find the water patchThe two other pools in the image above the job too, but this one is the closest and easiest to carry out
exploitation with. Once you (I consider you playing as El Primo) are right next to the water in the bottom right-hand corner and the Boss next to you, activating the Extra Suplex. This will slow the Boss into the water and fly out. Don't worry if Boss doesn't look like it's trapped on the water.
You'll know if the disruption works because bosses will no longer shoot lasers or charges towards the Brawlers. However, rockets will still come out of the bosses and smaller robots will still wobble, so watch out for them. Here's a clip showing the steps to Re-distraction of this:Fight boss El
Primo glitchWill El Primo's Super destructive distraction fight Boss?No. In fact, no knockback would affect the Boss (it wouldn't have been unstuck). This means that Supers or Gadgets with knock-on effects such as Shelly or Bull will not damage distractions. However, any or Tools that drag
or reject the opponents most likely to decriminalised Bosses. For example, Gene grabs, Tara grabs, and even El Primo Tools will damage the distractions. If you play at random, pray that they know what you are doing. Take advantage of this exploitation while you can. It seems that Gajet El
Primo wasn't in vain completely after all. However, it is advisable that bugs as effective as this (remember all robo Rumble exploitation?) will most likely be set quickly. There is almost no doubt that by the time the Fight Boss comes to the turn again, Supercell will have patched this bug. In
fact, these exploits may be very well improved over the next few days before the Boss Fight even disappears, so hustle! If you find this post useful, share it with your friends to teach them exploitation too! If there is anything I'm wrong in this post, don't hesitate to drop the comments below or
message me on Discord. Enjoy exploitation while you can still! We have detected that JavaScript is disabled in this browser. Please enable JavaScript or switch to a supported browser to continue using twitter.com. You can view a list of supported browsers in our Help Center. Central Help
Center 2i.redd.it/kzvwtf... At first I didn't really want to post this Robo Rumble Glitch/Exploit because there are already a lot of people making videos/articles about this one. However, I still see a lot of people asking about it lately so I decided to make a small article about this for you. Make
sure you spend all your Event Tickets today to maximize your rewards before this distraction is pasted. Most likely it will be slavery in the upcoming Robo Rumble Event. Update: New Exploits for Red Rumble Robo = Black Spot Exploitation= Blue Tile Spawn Boat = The best Team Spawn
tiles for Robo Rumble so far is Dynamike, Nita, Pam. This is because: Pumps can heal everyone with his turrets and he is very strong in many situations. Dynamike and Nita help handle some waves while charging their Super. After that, go to any red mark. There, throw Super Dynamike in
the red circle then throw away the Nita Bear on a destroyed red circle. Continue doing the 2nd step of filling all the other red dots with the Nita Bears. You're now winning the game! All boats laying eggs on black spots will target the Nita Bears instead of going to your Vacancy. Shared by
VS100 Robo Rumble Glitch/Exploit Step-by-Step (Old Guide) Just follow these simple steps to get to the maximum time and get the maximum reward in Robo Rumble! You have to have El Primo on your team. Attack the robot and try to get your Super as fast as you can. before the waves
#5. Go to the top spot of the map, right at the ranking of 12 hours. Use your Super to jump straight on it. Make sure you do this before the waves #7 when the Robo Boss arrives. Keep moving to avoid being kicked out due to idle. Keep your two teammates safe if some boats go down to the
Safe. Profit! Reasons why this is is because the boats reared near El Primo, distracted by it but and they cannot get to him. So they'll just sit there. 13m14s is the maximum amount of time you can get on Robo Rumble. Tho you only need 6m15s to get the maximum reward but in case you
want to have a 13m14s mark on your profile, you can continue doing this. Watch this video for more information: Report this ad KairosTime Hey guys it's KairosTime and this is my Official Brawl Stars Up account. Have played this game since the launch was soft and I really got addicted to it.
If you find my guide useful, don't forget to subscribe to my Youtube Channel for more content! In: English See sources Of Shared Comments Can you beat the awful Robot Boss? In the Event Boss Fight, three players are battling against the giant Robot Boss. The battle begins immediately
and slowly grows harder. With each victory, adversity will increase at the next level. Robot Boss uses multiple attacks and has a colossal amount of health. Timers are shown to track the level of anger and to compare time with others. Fight bosses are unprecedented mode, so the Cup
cannot be obtained or lost. If you're playing with teammates, levels are set to the lowest that your team members can achieve. The Brawlers and Supers attacks are 3 times less effective at charging supers in this mode. Anger Boss Abilities: As the fight progresses, the Boss becomes
increasingly angry that increases the damage output of bosses, speed, and difficulty surrounding his attack. The Boss is angry based on time, not damage taken. Melee Attack: Bosses punched any targets that were too close, dealing with 800+ damage. Laser attack: The Boss fired a laser
spread in quick succession that every 1200+ deal breakdown. After the stage is angry, the laser can break the wall, but stop. After the stage is angry, the laser breaks the wall and keeps going. Bosses stopped using laser attacks when the Boss went godly mode. Charge: The boss hits the
forward, like Super Bull, destroys the wall and damages any targets it hits 1200+ damage. Bosses stopped charging when the Boss went god mode. Long-range rocket: The Boss fired a rocket in Brawler closest to him, dealing with 2000+ damage and destroying the wall. The area where
the rocket will have an impact is highlighted so that it can be avoided, and when the rocket hits, the area is involved in flames that deal with damage over time to any Brawler living in the area by 400+. Robot Mining: Throughout the fight, smaller robots appeared to help the Boss. This is the
same type of robot as seen on Robo Rumble, though different health and damage. These minions are also slightly faster and have a 50-point increase to the speed of movement of their Robo Rumble counterparts. Mini-robots are only beginning to appear as soon as the minions begin to get
angry. The strength of the minion robot does not depend on the boss's anger. Angry Normal Boss Statistics God Mode Melee Attack 800 1000 1200 1400 9400 9400 9400 Attack (per laser) Laser 1200 1400 1700 2000 N/A Laser Amount 6 9 18 18 N/A Charge 1200 1400 1700 2000 N/A
Long Ranged Rocket Rocket 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 Burn 400 500 600 700 800 Color Grey Purple Red Yellow White Minion Statistics Normal Angry Furious Enraged Melee Robot Health / Damage 3600 / 260 5100 / 470 8250 / 600 12150 / 730 Sniper Robot Health / Damage 1500 /
630 2700 / 1130 3450 / 1450 5040 / 1760 Mini Robot Health / Damage 2250 / 400 4050 / 720 5175 / 920 7560 / 1120 Color Grey Purple Red Yellow Levels Every time you beat the Boss, it gains more health, damage, and abilities. The last boss you can challenge is Insane XVI. Level Of
Health Boss Boss' Normal New Abilities 250,000 Melee and laser attacks, Robot suit found at Robo Rumble Hard 300,000 Expert Charge 350,000 Start furious (1:35) Master 400,000 Long-range Rocket Insane 500,000 Angry Start (3:15) and laser now destroys walls after anger, Power
Cubes drops along Insane II 600,000 Roads Start getting enraged (4:55) and the laser now penetrates the wall after Insane enraged III + 700,000+ Now goes god's mode (6:35) Useful Brawlers Colt: Colt has very high damage and long distances so he can safely avoid attacks of melee
Boss, Not to mention the Slick Boots Star Power, he can avoid laser boss attacks and longer-range rockets better due to the increased speed of his movements. Super Colt dealt with massive area damage, making it great to beat smaller robots along with damaging Bosses. A Colt with Slick
Boots should collect Power Cubes to maximize the damage and keep him alive for the duration of the match. In colt conditions need to deal with more damage, its Speedloader Gadget can be used to immediately reload two bullet slots. Mad Max: His high speed gave Max an excellent edge
in dodging attacks from the Boss and minions, as well as allowing him to move out of range easily when he needed to heal. His super benefits the rest of the team, especially when working while being attacked from various directions, or when teammates won't be able to run away quickly. If
he takes the Power Cubes, he can serve as a faster version of Colt while still doing enough damage to surpass the level of extended challenges. In addition, Max can also support his teammates using the Shifter Phase Gadget immune shield to block incoming laser attacks. Gale: With a
huge hitbox of Robot Bosses, Gale can hit the Boss with all his snowball attacks, doing maximum damage. With relatively long distances and the Spring Gajector, Gale can excel in keeping the distance between himself and the Boss. Super Gale can interfere and stop the Boss from
shooting his laser attack. Pumps: Pumps have incredible short-range damage and good health allows him to stick close to the Boss. During previous levels of anger, Super and Mama's Hug Star Power helped the team crush damage from smaller robots and focus on damaging Boss as
much as possible. He inevitably died late in the game at a tougher level however due to his inability to seal a chain of missile strikes while dealing with other attacks from bosses and minions. Pump will still be useful late in the game when he reinvigorates, by helping to distract the boss from
Colt and/or Bull and doing damage to the Boss and minions when he can. He can also use Nadi Gadget Modulator to heal teammates immediately if they are in Super radius. Bull: Bull's role depends on his partner. With Pam and Colt, he's best in supporting roles, directing bosses and
protecting his teammates. With Pam and 8-BIT, he can play a more aggressive role, take the Power Cubes and focus on the Boss to take advantage of doing more damage per second than any other Brawler. High-skilled players can keep Bull below 40% health to use The Star Power's
Berserker and double the damage output to the Boss, when he is well supported by his teammates. 8-BIT: 8-BIT can provide solid support to teams capable of doing extreme damage in the first few minutes of the Fight Boss match. If its turrets are well placed where everyone can take
advantage of the damage boost, it's almost as good as having a fourth-team member. The long distance and strict focus of its projects is ideal for going beyond minions before they can approach members of his team. He will die a lot starting in the middle of the game because of his slow
pace of movement, but can still provide good support when he regenerates. Rico: With Robo Retreat Star Power, keeping Rico's health below 40% is a viable strategy. The increased speed he gets when at low health can buy time for his teammates to be repaired. Rico needs to find the
right walls and angles to maximize damage from his Super. Bea: While his health is low, collecting Power Cubes allows a supercharged blow of bea to deal with the amount of devastating damage to both robotic minions and bosses while safely maintaining the distance, further helped by
the slow Super and Rattled Hive Gadget, which can beat various robotic minions more easily. It is highly recommended to use Bea's Star Power Honey Coat because it can prove to be very life-saving either to avoid losing the Power Cubes or if he is the only teammate standing, so Bea
must stay alive as much as possible throughout the match to avoid a Star Power baseball earlier and keep it for a very late game. Time Respawn tips are 20 seconds instead of normal 5, so it's important to stay The Boss will also be harder to beat as time progresses, making it important to
avoid dying and continuing to do damage as soon as possible. Boss's attack is highly predictable, making them easy to avoid. Use the cover to prevent lasers from robots. Use the walls wisely and try not to destroy too much. The Boss will always shoot his laser in the clock movement, so it
is advisable to counter-clock around the Boss if you can't avoid them completely. It is To completely dodge the laser when you're close to the Boss, but you're at risk of being beaten by more of them if you're not really out of their range. Try to deal with as much damage as possible before
the Boss becomes angry. Boss's anger levels were not affected by his health levels but by the timer. The attacks that Bosses can do during higher anger stages make it harder to deal with the damage. In crazy levels, one Brawler should focus on collecting all the Power Cubes. This should
be Brawler with the most speed and range, to make the most of the cubes completely. Slower and shorter brawlers usually won't be able to survive and get close enough to do a lot of late-game damage. Alternatively, a highly skilled Bull with Berserker (when collaborating with Pump and 8-
Bit) can use effective cubes to help stay close to the ever-epitomized Boss and do extreme damage. It is important that the designated player collects the cubes unbe defeated, since the cubes will then disappear. Bosses will always walk towards (or charge at the nearest Brawler. Leading
bosses in certain directions can be used to indulge them into the most useful positions for teammates to spoil them, and help prevent them from getting too close to vulnerable teammates. In masters and above, the Boss will start shooting rockets targeting the nearest Brawlers. Had Brawler
fast to stay close to the Boss to pull and dodge the rocket and deal with the damage to the Boss, while having 2 longer distances of the Brawlers to destroy the minions and target the Boss remotely. You can know whether bosses will use laser attacks or charge attacks. If the Boss makes
some noise and flashes three red lines around, it will shoot a laser. Otherwise, it will charge forward. When the boss stops using attacks, preferably a laser attack, take the opportunity to attack him from the side or back, because it is completely vulnerable to attack. When the Boss gets
amazing or knocks back while it uses a laser, it will suddenly stop shooting lasers, making it easier for you and your teammates to survive. You can use this to your advantage by stunning or knocking back bosses when ever it will shoot a laser. History At 21/12/18, the Fight Boss event was
added to the game. At 29/1/19, the message now shows when the next stage of Boss anger is triggered. Plus another stage of anger, and show in a game that's your difficulty playing. The respawn time is increased by 2 seconds. On 27/2/19, set the bug that causes the Boss to get stuck in
the water charged. At 15/4/19, set a bug that allows Gene to attract Boss robots so it gets stuck. At 18/9/19, the Boss is now targeting the nearest Brawler rather than the fastest Brawler with a rocket attack. Set the bug that caused an Extra 8-BIT Life not to work in the Fight Boss if he was
the last brawler alive. At 29/4/20, set the bug that caused the Boss to get stuck. Set a bug that allows the Boss Fight to play without a Ticket. Ticket. 20/5/20, setting a bug that causes server error 43 when stunning or knocking back the boss while charging. Community content is available
under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Registered.
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